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1. The properties of a simple liquid are simulated on a omputer by solvingNewton's equation of motion for two isolated systems made of N1 = 10, 000and N2 = 20, 000 point partiles of given mass interating through a pairpotential and starting from two initial onditions suh that the energy perpartile is the same for the two systems: E1/N1 = E2/N2. Whih of thefollowing is the expeted behavior of the simulated system:A. The total energy (kineti plus potential) per partile of the system isonstant, beause it is a onserved quantity. The kineti energy perpartile, whih is proportional to the temperature, �utuates with anamplitude that is inversely proportional to the number of partiles.B. Both the total energy and the kineti energies remain onstant, the �rstbeause it is a onserved quantity, the seond beause it is proportionalto the temperature.C. Neither the total nor the kineti energies are onstant, beause onserva-tion laws only hold for in�nite systems.D. The kineti energy per partile, whih is proportional to the tempera-ture, is onstant after thermal equilibrium is reahed, whereas the totalenergy per partile �utuates with an amplitude that is proportional tothe spei� heat of the system and inversely proportional to its size.2. In insulators the displaements of the atoms aording to a phonon mode anindue a marosopi eletri polarization. This statement is:A. Always false. No phonon an indue ever an eletri polarization.B. Always true. All phonons indue an eletri polarization.C. Possibly true only for some aousti phonons with wave vetor q =

(0, 0, 0).D. Possibly true only for some optial phonons with wave vetor q = (0, 0, 0).
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3. The spei� heat of a hemially pure rystal is observed to depend on itsisotopi omposition. Whih statement, among the following, is possibly true.A. The strength of anharmoni interations is very large, beause the equi-librium properties of a harmoni rystal annot depend on atomi masses.B. This an only be true at low temperature where quantum e�ets maybe important, beause the equilibrium properties of a lassial systemannot depend on atomi masses.C. There is nothing strange in this behavior beause the equilibrium prop-erties depend on the ratio between the average kineti and potential en-ergies, and the former is inversely proportional to the the atomi mass.D. There is nothing strange in this behavior beause the spei� heat mea-sures the propensity of a material to exhange energy with a thermalbath, and it is therefore a non-equilibrium property.4. The Grüneisen parameters are essentially derivatives of the phonon frequenieswith respet to the rystal volume. You need the Grüneisen parameters of asolid to alulate:A. Its onstant-volume spei� heat.B. Its ompressibility.C. Its eletri resistivity.D. Its thermal-expansion oe�ient.5. The potential ating on one partile of mass m in one dimension has the form:
V (x) = A(x2=1)2 with A > 0. Whih statement, among the following, is true?A. The ground state of the system is always two-fold degenerate.B. The ground-state of the system is never degenerate, and the �rst exita-tion energy tends to zero when m→ ∞.C. The ground-state of the system is never degenerate, and the �rst exita-tion energy tends to zero when m→ 0.D. The degeneray of the ground state annot be told without expliitlysolving the Shrödinger equation.
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6. Among the following moleules identify the one with the vibrational mode oflowest frequeny:A. An ethylene moleule (C2H4).B. A ethane moleule (C2H6).C. A CO moleule.D. An aetylene moleule (C2H2).7. In a ferromagneti solidA. there is no inversion symmetry.B. there is no gap and the system must be metalli.C. there is always a gap and the system must be insulating.D. there is no time reversal symmetry.8. Whih tehnique would you use to measure the vibrational streth frequenyof the N2 moleule?A. Infrared absorption.B. Mirowave absorption.C. Nulear magneti resonane.D. Raman sattering.9. At room temperature the entropy of a solid is mainly due to:A. The eletroni degrees of freedom.B. The spin degrees of freedom.C. The ioni degrees of freedom.D. The eletroni degrees of freedom in metals and the ioni degrees of free-dom in insulators.10. Consider the operator t̂ = σ̂ · p̂, where σ̂ = {σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z} is a vetor whoseomponents are the Pauli matries and p̂ is the (vetor) momentum operator,and let us indiate by t its eigenvalues. Whih statement, among the following,is true:A. t = ±|p|.B. t = ±pz .C. t = ±
√

p2
x + p2

y.D. t = ± 3

√
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11. The �gure shows four lorobenzene moleules (C6H5Cl) in an eletri �eld.Only one of them is in a stable equilibrium position. Whih one?

A. a.B. b.C. .D. d.12. Aording to the Bloh theorem, the eigenfuntions of the one-partile Hamil-tonian of a rystalline solid are lassi�ed by a vetor k and a band index v,so that eah of them an be written as ψk,v(r) = eik·ruk,v(r) where uk,v(r) hasthe periodiity of the Bravais lattie. Whih sentene, among the following, iswrong?A. uk,v(r) and uk,v′(r) are orthogonal.B. ψk+G,v(r) and ψk,v(r) an be hosen equal (G is a reiproal lattie ve-tor).C. ψk,v(r) and ψk,v′(r) are orthogonal.D. uk′,v(r) and uk,v(r) are orthogonal.13. At equilibrium, the aetylene moleule (C2H2) is linear. The number of normalmodes for small osillations around equilibrium with non-vanishing frequeniesis:A. 12.B. 9.C. 7.D. 6.
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14. Identify, among the following solids, the one with the highest entropy per moleat room temperature.A. b-Na.B. f-Ni.C. Carbon in the diamond struture.D. Silion in the diamond struture.15. Consider a partile in a one-dimensional potential V (x) suh that V (x) < 0for all x and V (±∞) = 0:A. There are no bound states.B. All solutions are bound states.C. There is always at least one bound state.D. It depends on the shape of the potential.16. Flip a oin 2N times, whereN is large. Let P (x) be the probability of obtainingexatly N + x heads, with x≪ N :A. P (x) ∝ exp (−x2/N).B. P (x) ∝ exp (−x/N).C. P (x) ∝ exp (−x2/N2).D. P (x) ∝ exp (−x/N2).17. The most ommon isotope of Carbon has nulear mass A = 12. The soundveloity is measured in two hemially pure diamond samples, whose isotopiomposition is however di�erent: let us indiate with A1 > A2 the averagenulear masses in the two samples, and with v1 and v2 the two orrespondingsound veloities. Whih of the following will be found:A. v1 > v2.B. v1 < v2.C. v1 = v2.D. One annot tell, beause the sound veloity is not a monotoni funtionof the nulear mass.
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18. The aetylene moleule (C2H2) is linear, whereas the water moleule (H2O)is triangular, methane (CH4) is tetrahedral, and benzene C6H6 is hexagonal.Whih one of the following moleular liquids has the largest stati eletripermittivity?A. H2O.B. C2H2.C. CH4.D. C6H6.19. Consider a Fluorine atom, F (eletroni on�guration 1s22s22p5), and its neg-ative ion F−, and let us indiate by ǫ◦1s and ǫ−1s the 1s energy levels of theneutral and ioni speies, respetively. Whih one of the following statementsis true:A. |ǫ◦1s| > |ǫ−1s|.B. |ǫ◦1s| < |ǫ−1s|.C. |ǫ◦1s| = |ǫ−1s|.D. One annot tell without solving the Shrödinger equation beause theorbital energies of inner atomi shells are not monotoni funtions of theouter-shell oupanies.20. Let s, p, and r be the spin angular momentum, linear momentum, and positionoperators of an eletron, respetively. Whih one of the following operatorsbreaks both the parity and time-reversal invariane?A. 1

2
(r · p + p · r).B. s · p.C. s · r.D. s · s.
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